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Activity of a Neuron brought by
Electro-Physical Dynamics
Atsushi Fukasawa and Yumi Takizawa

electro-physical equations. The theory is given by the analysis
of the Poisson’s equation. The results of this analysis provide
the proposed model with the dimensions, equivalent capacities,
yield by the depletion layers. The electrical characteristics have
already given in equation in the prior paper.
The formulation of operation by a neural group as a neural
system is presented in the papers[1],[2], and signal processing
of higher function with the synchronous neural system is
presented in the other papers[3],[4],[5].

Abstract—Activity of a neuron is presented and clarified by
electro-physical dynamic analysis. A boundary is considered between
areas of positive and negative ions. p- and n-zones are formed across a
boundary without electric charges, which is assigned by a depletion
layer. Two depletion layers are considered with three thin zones within
a neuron. They are assigned as input, central, and output ports.
Activity of a neuron is brought by interactions among the zones. By
this analysis, it is shown that a neuron operates as an amplifier or as a
pulse generator against input stimuli. Discussion is also done for a
evaluation of the membrane model given by Hodgkin and Huxley,
which was brought by passive process and elements.

Keywords—Activity of neuron, electrical zones, depletion layer,
interaction among zones, signal amplification, pulse generation.

II. ELECTRO-PHYSICAL ANALYSIS IN ELECTRICAL MEDIUM
A. Motion of Charges in Electrolyte

I.

INTRODUCTION

When electric charges are injected into a zone in electrical
medium, charge density at the zone becomes higher and the
other zone remains lower. It is assumed that quantity of injected
charges is little and velocity of charges is low in the medium.
Special phenomena are induced at a boundary between two
zones as shown in Fig. 1.

A

neural systems of animals operate as fundamental
systems to maintain lives and to drive motions of animals.
A neural operates with bio-chemical components and electric
charges of ions in electrolyte. A neuron behaves as an active
element of an amplifier or a pulse generator for input stimuli.
But the principle of the operation or internal structure for
dynamic operation is little known.
The authors presented the principle of operation of a neuron
and a neural group for neural systems. The theory was
composed of two processes;
(1) To yield inner electrical structure inside a neuron
Three zones and two depletion layers are formed in electrolyte
relating to positive and negative ions to carry signals.
(2) To yield electro-physical dynamics in a neuron
Dynamics of a neuron is brought as the results of interaction
among three zones.
The first interaction is done at the first depletion layer to
carry positive ions through the potential wall.

Phase 1
Injected p-charges diffuse to n-zone, and n-charges diffuse
to p-zone by the force of gradient of density FD.
Phase 2
Coulomb’s force FC (force by potential gradient) appears
between diffused p- and n-ions. Directions of forces FD and FC
are opposite. When they are balanced, diffusion is ceased.
Phase 3
A pair of space charges appears at both sides of the
boundary.
Potential difference appears in the boundary. And electric
charges are driven outside the boundary, and two zones and a
depletion layer formed at the boundary.

By the prier paper[1],[2] by the authors, these process are
presented in description because of limited space in the paper.
In this paper, these processes are presented by
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Phase 1: Diffusion of charges by gradient of
density FD .

(a) Distribution of true electric charge density ρ(z).

Phase 2: Balance of diffusion FD and Coulomb’s force
FC .

Phase 3: Cease of diffusion and formation of;
(a) p-zone and n-zone, and
(b) space charges and depletion layer with depth d.

(b) Potentials Vp, Vn, and diffusion potential VD .
Fig. 2 Distribution of true electric charge and diffusion
potential of a boundary.

Fig. 1 Formation of zones and a depletion layer of a
boundary.

Distribution of true electric charge and diffusion potential of
a boundary are shown in Fig.2.
True electric charge density ρ (z ) is given by the
followings, and is shown in Fig.2 (a).

B. Electro-physical Analysis of True Electric Charge
Densities
Potential V(z) at a boundary is decided by true electric charge
density ρ (z ) based on the Poison’s equation.

2

d V ( z)
dz 2

ρ ( z)
=−
εd

ρ ( z ) = −q N p
ρ ( z) = +q N n

(1)

⎫
⎬ (2)
⎭

where Np, Nn are true electric charge densities at p- and n-side
of the boundary. q is elementary electric charge.

where, z is the longitudinal axis of a neuron, εd is permittivity
of electrolyte solution.
True electric charge is defined as the charge unrestrained to
any place. Then polarization charge at the membrane is
removed from ρ (z ) , because the polarization charge is
restrained to the membrane in a neuron.
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dV p ( z )

The electric field dV(z)/dz is impressed at the boundary.

dV ( z )
= 0 ; z = − z p , z = zn
dz

ρ (z )

dz

(3)

(4)

dz

2

d 2Vn ( z )
dz

2

=+

=−

q Np

q Nn

(6)

εd

dz

q N pz

εd

B p = Bn = B

(14)

= 0 ; z = −z p

(15)

dVn ( z )
= 0 ; z = + zn
dz

(16)

then,

A p = An =

; − z p ≤ z ≤ 0 (7)

q N pz2
V p ( z) =
+ Ap z + B p
2ε d

q Nn z2
Vn p ( z ) = −
+ An z + Bn
2ε d

(17)

εd

(18)

in Fig.2 (a).

; − zp ≤ z ≤ 0

; 0 ≤ z ≤ zn

qN n z n

The total amount of n-charges at a side is equal to the amount
of p-charges at another side of the boundary.
If a condition N p >> N n stands, z p << z n as shown

Substituting Eq. (17) for Eq.s (7)~(9),

(8)

dV p
(9)

dz
Vp =

; 0 ≤ z ≤ zn
(10)

=

qN p

εd

(z + z p )

Vn = −

(11)

(19)

qN p 2 qN p z p
z +
z + B (20)
2ε d
εd

dVn qN n
=
( zn − z)
εd
dz

A, B are conditions of integration. At the boundary
z = o, the potential and its gradient (electric field) are
continuous, then

V p = Vn

εd

=

N p z p = N n zn

+ Ap

dVn ( z ) q N n z
=
+ An
εd
dz

qN p z p

and

By integration Eq.s (5) (6),

=

(13)

dz

where, Vp, Vn are the values of V(z) at p- and n-zone, Np, Na
are the charge density diffused in p- and n-zone from each
apposite side, q is the elementary electric charge of ions with
balance 1.

dV p ( z )

A p = An = A

dV p ( z )

(5)

εd

(12)

The potential V(z) is applied only in the boundary and all
zero outside the boundary.

Substituting Eq.s (2), (3) for Eq. (1),

d 2V p ( z )

dVn ( z )
; z=0
dz

then,

is approximately zero outside the boundary.

ρ ( z) = 0 ; z < − z p , z > z n

=

(21)

qN n 2 qN n z n
z +
z + B (22)
2ε d
εd

B is an arbitrary value.
The diffusion potential VD is given as follows.
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V D = Vn ( z n ) − V p ( − z p )
q
=
(N p z p 2 + N n zn 2
2ε d

When N p >> N n ,

1

(23)

⎞2
⎛ 2ε
d = ⎜⎜ d V D ⎟⎟
⎠
⎝ qN n

(28)

The depth of depletion layer is given as,

d = z p + zn

Now, bias VB is assumed applied to a boundary. When VB is
reversely applied to n-zone, the followings are easily obtained.

(24)

1
⎞2

zp and zn are calculated by Eq.(18) and (24).

N p z p = N n zn

(18)

z p + zn = d

(24)

⎛ 2ε d ( N p + N n )
d =⎜
(VD + VB ) ⎟
⎟
⎜
qN
N
p n
⎠
⎝

Q = qN n z n = − qN p z p
1
⎞2

N p z p = N n (d − z p )

⎛ 2ε d qN p N n )
(VD + VB ) ⎟
=⎜
⎟
⎜ N p + Nn
⎠
⎝

( N p + N n ) z p = dN n

Nn
zp =
d
N p + Nn
Np

zn =

N p + Nn

(26)

If a condition N p >> N n stands,

Substituting Eq.s(25) and (26) for Eq. (23),

1
⎞2

2ε d
VD = N p z p 2 + N n z n 2
q
⎛ Nnd
= N p⎜
⎜ N p + Nn
⎝
=

N p Nn
N p + Nn

d2 =

2

⎞
⎛ N pd
⎟ + Nn ⎜
⎟
⎜ N p + Nn
⎠
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

⎛ 2ε
d = ⎜⎜ d (VD + VB ) ⎟⎟
⎝ qN n
⎠

2

⎛ε
qN n
c = ⎜⎜ d
⎝ 2 VD + VB

d2

(32)

1

⎞2
⎟⎟
⎠

(33)

When VB is applied forward at the boundary, the height of the
wall is reduced.

2ε d N p + N n
VD
q N p Nn
1

⎛ 2ε d ( N p + N n ) ⎞ 2
d =⎜
VD ⎟
⎜
⎟
qN
N
p n
⎝
⎠
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(30)

Equal charges appear with opposite signs at the boundary.
The structure is assumed as an equivalent capacitor.
1
⎞
⎛
qN
N
dQ ⎜ ε d
1 ⎟2
p n
c=
(31)
=
dV ⎜⎝ 2 N p + N n V D + VB ⎟⎠

(25)

d

(29)

(27)
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where, Nd, Nc1 are true electric charge density at the dendrite
and input end of the central part. VD1 VB1 are diffusion potential
and bias appeared at the first depletion layer.
The depth d1 is lower as p-ion increases at the central part.
Then signal p-ions pass over the first depletion layer easily.

III. ELECTRO-PHYSICAL MODELING OF A NEURON
A. Whole Aspects of a Neuron

D. Motion of Signal p-ions at the Second Depletion Layer
A neuron is exhibited as a three-port bio-electrical device
with dendrite, central part, and axon terminal.
These ports are assigned as input, ground, and output ports.
The ends of dendrite and axon terminal are composed of
multiple branches which are connected to previous and post
neurons with synapses. Biochemical and electrical couplings
are formed by synapses. A bio-electrical modeling is given in
Fig. 3. In the figure, an excitatory synapse is shown. An
inhibitory synapse is presented later.

The second depletion layer is formed between the central
part and the axon terminals.
The depth d2 is given as;
1
⎧ 2ε d ( N c 2 + N a )
⎫2
d2 = ⎨
(VD 2 + VB 2 )⎬ (35)
⎩ q N c2 N a
⎭
where, Nc2 and Na are true electric charge density at the
dendrite and input end of the central part. VD2 VB2 are diffusion
potential and bias appeared at the second depletion layer.
The depth d2 is higher than depth d1 depending on high and
negative bias VB2 inside the original neuron.
Signal p-ions pass over the second depletion layer by the
force of thermal motion of ions.

B. Ion Injection to a Resting Neuron
During a neuron is resting, inner potential is kept negative
and uniform inside the neuron. When neurotransmitters are
released from previous neurons and accepted by the neuron,
p-charges of Na+ are injected into the dendrite. Injected p-ions
play as an excitatory signal into the neuron.

E. Motion of Signal n-ions
When signal p-ions arrive at the axon terminal, n-ions are
injected into the axon terminal by Cl channels.
n-ions move from the right to the left passing over the second
and then the first depletion layers. The motion of n-ions from
right to left is forward, and from left to right is reverse.
These n-ions play also as the signal together with signal
p-ions. The p- and n-ions carry signals to the same direction
with the principle of duality.

C. Motion of Signal p-ions at the First Depletion Layer
The first depletion layer is formed between the dendrite and
the central parts.
The depth d1 is given as;
1
⎧ 2ε ( N d + N c1 )
⎫2
d1 = ⎨ d
(VD1 + V B1 )⎬ (34)
⎩ q N d N c1
⎭

Fig. 3 Bio-electric modelling of an activated neuron. Leakage channels are abbreviated.
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B. Electrical Modeling of an Active Neuron

IV. ELECTRICAL ANALYSIS OF ACTIVITY OF A NEURON

Electrical modeling of an operating neuron is shown in
Fig.5.
id is the current of p-ions injected in the dendrite, ia is the
current of sum of arrived p-ions and n-ions injected by
Cl-channels at the axon terminal. ic is the current through
resistance Rc of the central part to the outside of a neuron.
α is current multiplication factor and α ⋅ id is equivalent

A. Energy Diagram of Electrical Charges
Energy of p- and n-ions in a neuron are illustrated in Fig. 4.
The energy of p- and n-ions are assumed with a small
difference to Fermi level as shown in the figure.
Cl channels at the axon terminal inject n-ions to left at the
second depletion layer passing over a slope shown in the figure.
The duality of motions of p- and n-ions is well informed by
tracing the curve to right (p-ion) and to left (n-ion). The three
port configuration is kept in spite with a slope at the axon
terminal (refer to [1],[2]).

current source for the axon terminal.
The points of d0, a0 are outside of membrane. c0 is a virtual
point taken in the central part. rd and ra are resistances of
forward diode nd and reverse diode na, rc is the resistance at
the central part to outside of a neuron. Rd and Ra are external
resistances of synapses sd and sa..
rd << Rd and ra << Ra . rc is approximately zero.
The capacities Cd and Ca are caused by the first and second
depletion layers respectively.
Input and output synapses sd and sa.are shown as forward
diodes for excitatory synapses (p-ions). These synapses work
as backward diodes for inhibitory synapses (n-ions).

C. Characteristics as an Active Element
An active neuron operates as an amplifier, when input
potential height at the dendrite is lower than the potential height
of barrier of the first depletion layer.
An active neuron operates as a pulse generator, when input
potential height at the dendrite is higher than the potential
height of barrier of the first depletion layer.
These electrical characteristics are shown in the paper by the
authors[1],[2].

Fig. 4 Energy diagram of negative and positive ions with Cl
channels at axon terminal.

Fig. 5 Electrical modeling of an operating neuron.
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wrong knowledge of electro-physics.
The followings are essential errors on electro-physical
theories. The membrane model is shown in Fig. 6 also in
another way to understand the process by Hodgkin-Huxley
with the description by F. Delcomyn[8].

V. VALIDITY OF THE MEMBRANE MODEL BY
HODGKIN-HUXLEY
The membrane model was given by Hodgkin and Huxley[6],
which is widely accepted as a common knowledge. This model
is based on the following ideas.
Activity of a neuron is brought by the motion of Na2+- and
+
K -charges across the membrane through their ion channels.
The membrane model is shown as an electric circuit with
parallel connections of a membrane capacity CM and three
resistances RNa, RK, RL with batteries ENa, EK, EL for Na, K, and
leakage channels (Fig. 1 in [6]).

(1) Active element is not included in its electrical circuit.
This circuit is a certain circuit for charge – discharge
operation. This circuit does not include any negative resistance
nor other active elements. This circuit does not belong to any
active circuit.
(2) Polarization at the membrane is not included in the true
electric charge density ρ (z) of the Poisson’s equation (Chapter
II).
The potential and the current to transmit signals are defined
by the true electric charge density ρ (z). The polarization
charges cannot move freely, because they are almost fixed on
the membrane. Polarization charges on the membrane must be
deleted from the true electric charge density ρ (z) as described
in Chapter 2 in this paper.

This circuit is connected to outside and inside across the
membrane of a neuron.
Now, three orthogonal axes x, y, z, and the input and the
output ports are considered for a neuron. The x and y axes are
for the transversal directions of a neuron. The z axis is assigned
for the longitudinal direction of a neuron, and the direction of
signal transmission.
The membrane model is shown along transversal plane (x, y)
across a membrane. The current signal flows between outside
and inside of a neuron. This model is a two-terminal or
two-port circuit. It is known that stimulus at the dendrites is
input signals and output pulse is given at the axon terminals.
But the electric circuit in Figure 1 in [7] shows no difference
between two ports.
Hodgkin and Huxley used this electrical circuit for
generation of pulse waveforms by a neuron. Equations given by
Hodgkin-Huxley are corresponding to charge-discharge
equations of the circuit with a capacity, resistances, and
batteries. Furthermore Membrane model was provided with

In addition to the above problems, the first practical systems
of telecommunication and computer were developed by
invention of three-port active devices (thermal electron
emission triode and PNP junction transistor[9]). These actual
systems could not be composed by gas tube or semiconductor
diodes (two ports element) including the Tunnel diode by L.
Esaki.

Fig. 6 The membrane model of a neuron in activation.
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